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ELORA
and the meaning of

Beauty

tant figure in the history of photography who invented the panoramic camera, and Group of Seven
painter A.J. Casson (1898-1992).
Elora’s creative tradition continues as Elora is presently the home
of numerous artists, artisans, musicians and composers. All of the
individuals in the film are in
some manner connected to the Elora
community.

Elora and the
Meaning of Beauty
is a philosophical inquiry into
the meaning of beauty featuring
interviews with 30 people aged 15
to 90. The answers to longstanding questions from the field
of aesthetics are spontaneous and
unrehearsed, engaging and entertaining. The film is uplifting and
thought-provoking,
and
includes
original music and cinematic imagery taken of and around the picturesque village of Elora, Ontario, Canada.

About Elora
The village of Elora was founded
in 1832. It is situated on the
Grand River at the confluence of
two gorges, the Grand and the Irvine. Long noted for its natural
beauty and historically important
architecture, the area was considered sacred by First Nations people who stored wampum belts in the
caves in the gorge walls. It has
attracted and inspired numerous
artists and intellectuals, including David Boyle (1842-1911) who
became the first curator of what
is now the Royal Ontario Museum,
John Connon (1862-1931), an impor-

About The Filmmaker
David Neelin teaches history and
philosophy in Toronto Ontario Canada. He is one of the authors of
Philosophy: The Big Questions, a
popular philosophy textbook. His
previous creative endeavours include writing music for the internationally charted electronic rock
band Exovedate who signed with
German label Pandaimonium Records
in
2000,
as well as
h a v i n g
been proprietor of
the
Siren
Gallery in
E l o r a .
This
is
his first
film.

